Education is Cisco's past, present, and future.

Why Cisco for Education?

1. Learning and innovation are core to who we are.

2. We are equipping the workforce of the future.

3. We help drive education innovation.

4. The pace of change in education is accelerating — and we think your network should, too.

5. Security is critical to protecting your students. So we build it into everything we make.

6. Our comprehensive portfolio covers all your bases.

Learn more:
- Discover a framework for change
- See our technologies in action
- Hear Purdue University's story
- Delve into our solutions
- Learn our perspective on empowered education
- Read our corporate social responsibility report
- See our commitment to equity of access
- See our education community partners
- Learn about Cisco's research partnerships
- Learn about our solutions for learning, working, and career mentorship
- Learn more about the Cisco Global Problem Solver Challenge
- Learn more:
  - Why Cisco for Education?
  - Why Your Network?
  - Why Cisco Security
  - Why More than Just WiFi
  - How We Make Technology Work

Digitally transforming your education andCisco is helping you bring the New Cisco defines education the learner experience: students learn without limits. The pace of change in education is accelerating — and we think your network should too. Simple devices and simple experiences just got a lot smarter.

Schools and universities are increasingly demanding, digital-ready education. They're looking for things that help them get more with less out of their IT investments. That's why you need a strong, simple, and automated defense that surrounds your premises, in the cloud, and on all your devices.

That's where Cisco comes in. We've built an ever-expanding community of NGOs, Cisco employees, and customers who are changing the world — passionate group motivated by a deeper mission to equip all students to reach their full potential.

Barriers to access, a human-centered academic experience, and student engagement. To empower education in today's world, you need a solid technology foundation that helps you deliver on this mission and overcome the obstacles that stand in your way.

The pace of change in education is accelerating — and we think your network should, too.

Our comprehensive portfolio covers all your bases.
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